
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Rivolta Guitars by Dennis Fano to Introduce 
Full Line at Summer NAMM Show 

Innovative new models to be announced at the Nashville event 

NASHVILLE, TN – July 11, 2019 – (GuitarPR) – Rivolta Guitars, designed by the highly 
acclaimed guitar maker, Dennis Fano, will be exhibiting at the Summer NAMM show in Nashville, 
July 18-20, 2019 at booth #1627 in the Exhibitors Hall on level 3.  

Show attendees can see and try out these extraordinary instruments and speak directly with recently 
appointed Business Development Manager, Wes Steed. Visitors to the Rivolta booth will also be 
able to pick up a copy of a beautiful new 36-page brochure that displays in great detail the entire 
2019 line. 

Launched in late 2015 as a partnership between Dennis Fano and Eastwood Guitars, the Rivolta line 
has grown dramatically, featuring 2 body shapes; the Combinata and the Mondata, available in both 
deluxe, chambered and junior, solid body options.  

Dennis Fano is currently featured in the highly prestigious Atlanta Museum of Design exhibition 
‘Wire and Wood: Designing Iconic Guitars', alongside guitar design legends Leo Fender and Paul 
Reed Smith. Fano has been developing exciting new models for the Rivolta line which will be 
announced at the Nashville event. 

"As 2018 saw us launch and develop the Combinata and Mondata guitar lines, 2019/2020 plans are 
really heating up and seeing our first expansion beyond straight six strings into a new Mondata 
Baritone model and a Combinata Bass,” said Dennis Fano. “We will make both of the new models 
available to pre-order from late summer with delivery expected before the end of 2019.” 

New Rivolta dealer opportunities are opening up and those interested in carrying the line should 
plan to visit with their representatives at the Summer NAMM show, or contact Business 
Development Manager Wes Steed by email at dealers@rivoltaguitars.com or call 615-635-2382.  

About Rivolta Guitars 

Rivolta Guitars is the newest creation from luthier and designer Dennis Fano of Novo Guitars and 
Fano Guitars. Each Rivolta carries his signature blending of familiar designs to create a fresh new 
twist. Rivolta is now making Dennis Fano’s work more accessible than ever before with its new 
dealer initiative. 

More information is available at: www.rivoltaguitars.com 
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